Bangalore lives it up shuﬄe style
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INVC NEWS
Bangalore,

This weekend, all bets were oﬀ as the best of the best took to the dance ﬂoor to show oﬀ their moves at
the second regional round of Breezer Vivid Shuﬄe in Bangalore. India’s largest hip-hop dance music
festival, conceptualised by OML – The Global artist ﬁrst company is back with its third edition in the city.
Breezer Vivid Shuﬄe will oﬀer the ﬁnal winners India's largest cash prize pool of up to 1 million rupees and
the chance to showcase their moves to the masters of Hip- hop including Varun Dhawan and his ‘Street
Dancer 3D’ crew at the Grand Finale in Mumbai on 21st September 2019.

As a part of the Bangalore regional rounds, the city witnessed participation from 100 dancers who
showcased their moves in hip hop, breaking and popping. 4 winners from the city were chosen overall to
be a part of the grand ﬁnale which will happen in Mumbai.

One of the most talked about events in town, the two-day hip hop challenge showcased hip hop gurus
Godhand & Bolt who hosted special workshops for street dance lovers. Participants from in and around
Bangalore surprised the judges with some amazing dance moves. The event concluded with one of the
most happening after parties at Fandom Gilly’s Redeﬁned. The highlight of the evening was a live
performance by Indian Origin, Enkore, Pav4n, CHRMS & DJ SA.

Commenting on the successful regional round in Delhi, Gunjan Arya Managing Partner OML said, “We are
thrilled with the response that we have received from Bangalore. India is a land of immensely talented
people who go unnoticed due to a lack of platforms that bring them centre stage. Street Dance is really
gaining popularity in the country and platforms such as Breezer Vivid Shuﬄe throw a spotlight on their
talent and bring them to the fore. OML believes in discovering and nurturing new talent through our
various platforms like these and give them a stepping stone to grow. I am sure the competition is only
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going to get more exciting as we move on to other cities.”

The third edition of Shuﬄe has gotten bigger and better with 6 regional rounds, 1 international round, 4
cypher rounds, 20 workshops, 10 afterparties and 1 grand ﬁnale - all across 10 cities in India and 1
international destination! You too can win big and be crowned the next B-boying queen or be the next
Popping Prince!
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